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We show that self-referentiality can be formalized in Basic logic by means of a new connective: @,
called "entanglement". In fact, the property of non-idempotence of the connective @ is a
metatheorem, which states that a self-referential sentence loses its own identity. This prevents
having self-referential paradoxes in the corresponding metalanguage.
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21. Introduction
Since Epimenides, the Greek philosopher who lived about 600 BC, the Liar paradox remained
"unsolved".
In our opinion, the "paradox" arises because logicians have always tried to formalize self-
referentiality with the “wrong” connectives "and" and "or", which are not adequate to describe such
a strong logical correlation, which resembles quantum entanglement. However, the appropriate
connective was missing, until we found it in a recent paper [1] and called it @ = ”entanglement."
The introduction of the connective @ is possible only in a substructural logic, whose formal
language is obtained by reflection of a metalanguage that is the mathematical formalism of quantum
computing. In [1] we showed that that logic happens to be Basic logic [2].
Basic logic can accommodate the connective for quantum superposition (& ="and") and the (new)
connective for quantum entanglement (@ = "entanglement").
The connective & in Basic logic can describe in fact quantum superposition because Basic logic is a
paraconsistent logic [3].
The definition of @ is possible because Basic logic is a substructural logic (it has neither the
contraction rule, nor the weakening rule), and is non-distributive.
As quantum superposition together with quantum entanglement lead to massive quantum
parallelism that is the source of quantum computational speed-up [4], we argued that Basic logic
should be the most adequate logic for quantum computing. Also, we noticed that the absences of the
contraction rule and of the weakening rule correspond, in quantum computing, to the no-cloning [5]
and no-erase [6] theorems respectively.
Among the properties of the connective @, we found that @ is non- idempotent. The non-
idempotence of @ is strictly related to the physical fact that self-entanglement is meaningless,
unless one could clone the original qubit, which is impossible because of the no-cloning theorem.
And as we already mentioned, the quantum no-cloning theorem reflects itself into logic as the
absence of the contraction rule (data cannot be copied).
Although at a first sight the non-idempotence of @ might seem a quite harmless property, in fact it
is a metatheorem with intriguing consequences.
In this paper we prove the theorem, and explore its consequences. The theorem states that a self-
referential sentence cannot simply exist, as if it did, it would lose its identity. This becomes
apparent when natural language is reflected into a substructural logic like Basic logic, once the
latter is equipped with the connective @.
On the other hand, it is a fact that self-referential sentences do appear and in general look like
paradoxes in natural language, but this happens when the latter is reflected into a structural logic, or
more generally, into a logic which cannot include the connective @.
Sect.2 is a short review of some results of Ref. [1], namely, the definitions of quantum
superposition and quantum entanglement in logical terms, and, in particular, the definitional
equation of the connective @, the logical rules and properties of @.
Sect.3 consists of the statement and interpretation of the non self-referentiality theorem of Basic
logic, which is based on the property of the non-idempotence of the connective @. Then, we relate
our results to the "Liar paradox".
Sect.4 is devoted to the conclusions.
In the Appendix A, we give the formal proof of the non self-referentiality theorem discussed in
Sect.3.
2. The logical connective for quantum entanglement
The qubit is the unit of quantum information [7]:
10 baQ += (1)
where { }1,0 is called the computational basis and a, b are complex numbers called probability
amplitudes such that 122 =+ba .
3Two qubits are said entangled when the bipartite state ABQ is non-separable, i.e.
BAAB QQQ  ,
where  is the tensor product in Hilbert spaces. When the composite system of two qubits is in a
non-separable state, it is impossible to attribute to each qubit a pure state, as their states are
superposed with one another.












For simplicity, in this paper we will consider only Bell's states.
As we showed in [1], expressing the qubit
A
Q in (1) in logical terms leads to the compound
proposition:
AQA =& & 
A (3)
where the atomic proposition A is associated with bit 1 , its primitive negation 
A is associated
with bit 0 , and the (right) connective & = "and" is the additive conjunction [2] .
In the same way, the second qubit BQ is expressed, in logical terms, by a second compound
proposition =&BQ 
BB & .
Bell’s states will be expressed, in logical terms, by the expression
BABell QQQ @= (4)
where @ is the new logical connective called "entanglement".
2.1 The definitional equation for @
Like all the other connectives of Basic logic, @ is defined by the reflection principle [2], which
“reflects” the metalanguage into the object language.
We have at our disposal a metalanguage that comes from our knowledge of the physical structure of
Bell’s states.
The logical structure for, say, the Bell's states AB± is then [1]:
( ) ( )

 BABA & (5)
where the (right) connective = "par", introduced by Girard in Linear logic [9] is the multiplicative
disjunction, the dual of the (left) connective = "times", which is the multiplicative conjunction.
Similarly, the logical structure for the Bell's states AB±	 is: ( ) ( )BABA  

 & . 
In the following, we will consider only the logical expression for the states AB± , as the case for
AB±
	 is obtained exchanging A with 
A .
The definitional equation for @ is [1]:
BA QQ @ iff BA, and 

 BA , (6)
On the right-hand side of the definitional equation, we have the metalanguage, coming from our
knowledge of the physical structure of the Bell's states. On the left-hand side, instead, we have the
object language.
2.2 The logical rules for @


























@-axioms BAQQ BA ,@ 



















2.3 The properties of @
The connective @ has the following properties [1]:
i) Commutativity:
ABBA Q@QQ@Q =& (11)
Commutativity of @ holds if and only if, the exchange rule is assumed (on the right). And in fact,
exchange is a valid rule in Basic logic.
ii) Semi-distributivity:
From the definitional equation of @ with = , that is:
BA Q@Q iff A , B and 





 &)&@()&( BBAA ( ) ( )

 BABA & (13)
We see that two terms are missing in (13), namely )( 
BA and )( BA 
 , so that @ has
distributivity with absorption, which we call semi-distributivity.
iii) Duality:
Let us define now the dual of @:






 = BABABABAQQ BA &@ (14)
Where the (left) connective = "or", the dual of &, is the additive disjunction.
And let us call it §, that is:
( ) §@ BABA QQQQ 
 (15)
(vice-versa, the dual of § is @: ( ) BABA QQQQ @§ 
 ).
The definition of the dual of @ is then:
( ) ( )

 = BABAQQ BA &§ (16)
iv) Non-associativity:
CBACBA QQQQQQ @)@()@@(  (17)
To discuss associativity of @, a third qubit CQ is needed, and CBACBA QQQQQQ @)@()@@( =&
cannot be proved in Basic logic, as CQ acts like a context on the right.
We remind that the maximally entangled state of three qubits is the GHZ state [10].
v) Non-idempotence:
AAA QQ@Q  (18)
An informal proof of (18) and its physical and logical interpretations are the subject of the next
section.
3. Non-idempotence of @ and the Liar paradox.
5Here we give an informal proof of the non-idempotence of @ (a more formal proof will be given in
the Appendix A).
We want to prove Eq. (18):
AAA QQ@Q 






as  is non-idempotent. In fact, to prove the idempotence of  would require the validity of both
the contraction and weakening rules.
If one makes the formal proof one has to go both ways: to show that AA A- does not hold
because of the absence of the weakening rule, and that A-AA does not hold because of the
absence of the contraction rule.
If instead weakening and contraction did hold, then  ( & ), and from the definition of @






because of the idempotence of  .






because of the idempotence of &.
Notice, in particular, that the formal proof that the dual of, namely ""times= is non-
idempotent, would exchange the roles of the contraction and the weakening rules used in the proof
done for . More explicitly, to prove AA A- would require the contraction rule. But
AA A- (20)
is just the logical interpretation of quantum cloning:
			 . (21)
Where the tensor product  in (21) is the physical counterpart of the connective ""times= in (20).
The fact that  is non-idempotent, leads to the result that the dual of @, namely §, is non-
idempotent either. Then, @ (§) is non-idempotent because ( ) is non-idempotent.
This illustrates an obvious physical fact: self-entanglement (entanglement of a qubit with itself) is
impossible as it would require a quantum clone, which is forbidden by the no-cloning theorem.
In a sense, one can say that the two main no-go theorems of quantum computing, namely the no-
cloning and no-erase theorems are (logically) dual to each other. And the no self-entanglement
“corollary” is a consequence of the first one, when entanglement is expressed in terms of §, and a
consequence of the second one, when entanglement is expressed by the dual, @.
On the other hand, it turns out that the meaning of "no self-entanglement” is much more profound
in logic. In fact, affirming that in a certain formal language it is impossible to get a (compound)
proposition (maximally) entangled with itself means that the language under study does not lead to
self-referential sentences in the corresponding metalanguage. Schematically:
6BASIC LOGIC
No contraction No weakening  No contraction No weakening
  Symmetry  
AA A- A-AA    A-AA AA- A
cannot be proved cannot be proved
 





Notice that the property of the non-idempotence of @ (and of its dual §) deals with the object
language. However, when this property is translated into a metalanguage like natural language, we
get:







Then we state the following.
Metatheorem 1:
"A sentence AQ logically entangled with itself (referring to itself) is not itself".
This just expresses the impossibility of having self-referential sentences in the metalanguage. It is
not a paradox.
However, many classical “paradoxes” like the Liar paradox: “This sentence is false” look very
much like the property of the non-idempotence of @, which instead is a theorem.
The reason is that in our classical reasoning, the concept of entanglement is missing, and moreover,
when we try to formalize the “paradox” in any other logic (but Basic logic) which has not the
connective @, we fail. See Fig.1.
7Fig. 1: The Liar “paradox” revisited
4. Conclusions
We conclude with the following remarks.
i) Two sentences AQ and BQ are said logically entangled when they are related to each other by the
connective entanglement.
ii) Quantum entanglement is a strong quantum correlation, which has no classical counterpart.
Roughly speaking, when two particles are entangled, they lose their individuality (in more technical
terms, one cannot associate anymore a pure state to each of them).
By analogy, two sentences that are logically entangled, "refer" so strongly to each other that they
become a unique sentence, which cannot be decomposed any longer in the two original ones.
iii) Logical entanglement does not lead to self-referentiality. On the contrary, it prevents it.
Logical entanglement might be called bi-referentiality. Such a logical property is peculiar of Basic
logic, the only logic that can accommodate the connective entanglement.
iv) A metalanguage which reflects itself into the object language of Basic logic has no self-
referential sentences, because of metatheorem1.
v) Metatheorm 1 can be read as follows.
a) In the object language (Basic logic): "The connective @ is non-idempotent"
b) In the first metalanguage reflecting into Basic logic, namely the mathematical formalism of
quantum computing: "Self-entanglement is meaningless" (because of the no-cloning theorem).
c) In natural language: "A sentence strongly referring to itself is not itself". Notice that in natural
language, theorem 1 looks itself like a paradox. But in fact theorem1, once “reflected” into the
appropriate object language, states that there are no self-referential paradoxes in the corresponding
metalanguage.
The problem about self-referential paradoxes is that self-referentiality is formalized by the logical
connective @, which was missing until now.
vi) In our opinion, the deepest meaning of theorem 1 is the following. Two entangled particles lose
their individuality. In the same way, two logically entangled sentences lose their individuality. If by
absurd, a sentence could be entangled with itself (which is in fact impossible, due to the no-cloning





















8the information about the original sentence would be completely lost, which is impossible (unless
we explicitly erase it, but that is forbidden by the no-erase theorem).
Of course, if natural language is reflected into any object language which lacks the connective @,
there will be plenty of self-referential paradoxes. And those cannot be avoided classically.
Appendix A
In this appendix we give a formal proof of metatheorem 1 discussed in Sect.3
We try proving A
.
AA QQ@Q = .
Let us try first AAA Q-Q@Q .
There are no rules of Basic logic that we can use in the derivation, which can lead to a proof:
AAA QQQ @
And, as the cut-elimination theorem holds in Basic logic [11], we are sure that there are no other
rules leading to a proof.
Let us try now the other way around: AQ@Q-Q AA .
The only rule we can use in the derivation is the @-formation rule, and there are no further rules in









And, again, because of cut-elimination, we are sure that there are no other rules leading to a proof.
For the sake of the physical interpretation, we show now that in the case the contraction and
weakening rules did hold, the proof would be possible.
































It is impossible to prove AQ@Q-Q AA in Basic logic, because the weakening rule (in the step
weak.) does not hold. In conclusion, it is impossible to prove the idempotence of @ in Basic logic,
because of the absence of the two structural rules of weakening and contraction.
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